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INTRODUCTION
A numerical semigroup is a subset S of N such that is closed under
sums, contains the zero and generates Z as a group. From this definition
 w x. one obtains see, for example, 2 that S has a conductor C i.e., the
.maximum among all the natural numbers not belonging to S . A numerical
semigroup S is called symmetric if for every integer z f S, C y z g S.
The study of the subsemigroups of N is a classical problem, which is
equivalent to study of the sets of natural solutions of linear equations with
w xcoefficients in N. From 1970 and after the works 5, 6 and others, the
study of the subsemigroups of N is also motivated by its applications to
algebraic geometry. An example arises when we consider an analytically
irreducible one-dimensional Noetherian local domain R, the integral clo-
sure V of R in the quotient field of R is a discrete valuation ring, if we
assume that R and V have the same residue class field and we denote by
 .¨ the valuation attached to V, then S s ¨ R is a numerical semigroup.R
Then properties on the semigroup S imply properties of the ring R. ForR
w x  w x.example, 6 proves that R is Gorenstein see 1 if and only if S isR
symmetric.
The close relation between numerical semigroups and monomial curves
has produced the usage of algebraic geometry terminology in the field of
numerical semigroups. For example, the smallest integer m greater than
zero in S is usually called the multiplicity of S, the cardinal e of a minimal
system of generators for S is called the embedding dimension of S, and a
finite presentation for S is called a relation for S.
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Our first aim in this paper is Theorem 1.3 which obtains an upper bound
on the cardinal of a minimal relation of a symmetric semigroup. This
bound will depend on the multiplicity of the embedding dimension.
Let S be a numerical semigroup such that 3 F e s m y 1. We will call
this semigroup MEDSY because it has maximum embedding dimension in
 .the set SY m of all symmetric semigroups with multiplicity m. These
semigroups are characterized in Theorem 2.2, and they are exactly the
 .elements in SY m whose minimal relations have maximum cardinality.
Moreover, in Theorem 2.6, we will prove that: There is a bijective map
between the symmetric semigroups with conductor C and multiplicity m
and the MEDSY-semigroups with conductor C q 2m, multiplicity m, and
the rest of minimal generators greater than 2m.
Our second aim in this paper is to study the set of all numerical
 .semigroups with conductor C and multiplicity m, S m, C . As a conse-
 .quence of this study we give a partition of S m, C such that each element
of the partition is closed under the union and the intersection. The
mentioned partition will have the same cardinal as the set of all the
 .  .maximal elements w.r.t. the inclusion of S m, C . These maximal ele-
w xments are characterized in 4 , and for the case where C is odd they are
exactly the symmetric semigroups. Finally, and as a consequence of this
 .study, we will see that the symmetric semigroups of S m, C are in
 .bijective correspondence with the elements of S m, C which do not have
x wminimal generators in the open interval Cr2, C .
TERMINOLOGY AND PREVIOUS RESULTS
 .Let N, q be the semigroup of the natural numbers. A numerical
semigroup is a subset S of N such that is closed under sums, contains the
 .zero and generates Z as group Z is the group of the integer numbers .
 w x.From this definition one obtains see, for example, 2 the following
results:
1. S has a conductor C, i.e., the maximum along all the natural
numbers not belonging to S.
 .2. S has an unique minimal w.r.t. the inclusion system of genera-
 4tors n - n - ??? - n , and the greatest common divisor of the genera-0 1 p
tors is one.
By c : N pq1 ª N we mean the semigroup homomorphism defined as
c a , a , . . . , a s a n q a n q ??? qa n .0 1 p 0 0 1 1 p p
and s the kernel congruence of c . Then we have the semigroup isomor-
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pq1 w xphism S ( N rs . In 7 we given an algorithm to determine a relation
 pq1 pq1of minimum cardinality for s i.e., a subset r of N = N with the
.least possible cardinality generating s , in short we will write a minimal
relation for S. We denote by aM RS the cardinal of a minimal relation
for S.
 .For any n g N we define the graph G s V , E asn n n
 4V s n g n , . . . , n such that n y n g S 4n i 0 p i
w x  4E s n , n such that n y n q n g S ; i , j g 0, . . . , p ; i / j . . 4n i j i j
 .Given a graph G, we will represent by NCC G the number of connected
components of G.
For any n g N we define r asn
1  1 1. r  1 r .1. If G is not connected and G s V , E , . . . , G s V , E aren n n n n n n
its connected components, then for every 1 F i F r we pick a vertex
i  . pq1  .n g V and an element a s a , a , . . . , a g N such that c a sk n i 0 i 1 i p i ii
 .  .4n and a / 0. We denote r s a , a , . . . , a , a .k , i n 2 1 r 1
2. If G is connected, we define r s B.n n
w xThe next result follows from 7 .
THEOREM 0.1. r s D r is a minimal relation for s .ng N n
 4  .  .  .Given n g S _ 0 and 0 s w 1 - w 2 - ??? - w n the smallest ele-
 .ments of S in respective congruence class mod n. We denote RS n s
  .  .  .4  .w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n . The existence of the set RS n is guaranteed since S
has a conductor C.
A simple verification shows the following.
LEMMA 0.2. With the abo¨e conditions:
 41. S j C is a numerical semigroup.
 .2. C s w n y n.
 4  .3. 0, n , . . . , n : RS n .1 p 0
 .  44. If G is not connected, then there exist w g RS n _ 0 andn 0
 4i g 1, 2, . . . , p such that n s w q n .i
w xThe next result follows from 8 .
 .  .THEOREM 0.3. 1. aMRS F n n y 1 r2 y 2 n y 1 y p .0 0 0
 42. If n , n , . . . , n , C is a minimal system of generators for S9 s S j0 1 p
 4 C , C ) n and G is connected for all n g C q n q n , C q n q0 n 0 1 0
4n , . . . , C q n q n , then aM RS q p q 2 s aM RS9.2 0 p
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1. AN UPPER BOUND ON THE CARDINALITY
OF A MINIMAL RELATION FOR A
SYMMETRIC SEMIGROUP
 .The objective of this section is to improve the bound given in 1 of
Theorem 0.3 in the case S symmetric. A numerical semigroup S is called
symmetric if for every integer z f S, C y z g S. The next result follows
w xfrom 3 .
 4  .   .  .  .4LEMMA 1.1. Let n g S _ 0 and RS n s w 1 - w 2 - ??? - w n .
 .  .  .Then, S is symmetric if and only if w i q w n y i q 1 s w n for all
1 F i F n.
Let S be a symmetric semigroup with minimal system of generators
 4n - n - ??? - n . If n s 1, then S s N and so aMRS s 0. If n s 2,0 1 p 0 0
 w x.then p s 1 and so aMRS s 1 see, for example, 5 . In the rest of this
paper we assume that n G 3 and p G 2.0
LEMMA 1.2. With the abo¨e conditions:
1. C ) n .0
 4  42. n , n , . . . , n , C is a minimal system of generators for S j C .0 1 p
 .   .  .  .4  .Proof. 1. Let RS n s w 1 - w 2 - ??? - w n , then w 1 s 00 0
 .  .  .  .and w 2 s n . From Lemma 1.1 we have that w n s w 2 q w n y 11 0 0
 .  .  .and so w n G 2n . Since C q n s w n see Lemma 0.2 we conclude0 1 0 0
that C ) n .0
w x  42. In 8 we have that if C ) n and n , n , . . . , n , C is not a0 0 1 p
 4minimal system of generators for S j C , then n s C q n . On thep 0
 .  .other hand, if n s C q n then n s w n and therefore n s w 2 qp 0 p 0 p
 .  4w n y 1 which is absurd since n , n , . . . , n is a minimal system of0 0 1 p
 4generators for S. So we conclude that n , n , . . . , n , C is a minimal0 1 p
 4system of generators for S j C .
THEOREM 1.3. If S is a symmetric semigroup with minimal system of
 4generators n - n - ??? - n , then0 1 p
n y 2 n y 1 .  .0 0
aM RS F y 1 q p q 2 y n . .02
 4Proof. Let n g C q n q n , C q n q n , . . . , C q n q n . We are0 1 0 2 0 p
 4going to prove that G is connected. In fact, let i g 1, 2, . . . , p andn
 4  4  .n s C q n q n , then V s n , n , . . . , n since n , n , . . . , n : RS n0 i n 0 1 p 1 2 p 0
 .see Lemma 0.2 and so C q n y n g S from Lemma 1.1. On the other0 j
w x  4hand, the edge n , n g E for all j g 1, . . . , i y 1, i q 1, . . . , p sincei j n
 . w xn y n q n s C q n y n g S; moreover, the edge n , n g E for alli j 0 j 0 j n
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 4  .j g 1, . . . , i y 1, i q 1, . . . , p since n y n q n s C q n y n g S be-0 j i j
 .cause n y n f S and S is symmetric see the definition of symmetric .j i
Thus we can conclude that G is connected.n
Now, by Theorem 0.3 we can assert that
 4aMRS s aMR S j C y p q 2 . .
n n y 1 .0 0F y 2 n y 1 y p y 1 y p q 2 .  .02
and so that
n y 2 n y 1 .  .0 0
aMRS F y 1 q p q 2 y n . .02
2. SYMMETRIC SEMIGROUPS WITH MAXIMUM
EMBEDDING DIMENSION
If S is a symmetric semigroup with minimal system of generators
 4n - n - ??? - n and n G 3, then p q 1 F n y 1 since0 1 p 0 0
 4  .  .  .0, n , n , . . . , n : RS n and n / w n . Thus, if SY n denotes the1 2 p 0 p 0 0
set of all symmetric semigroups with multiplicity n , then an element S of0
 .SY n with p s n y 1 has maximum embedding dimension in the set0 0
 .SY n .0
DEFINITION 2.1. A numerical semigroup S with minimal system of
 4generators n - n - ??? - n is called MEDSY-semigroup if:0 1 p
1. S is a symmetric semigroup.
2. 3 F n .0
3. p q 1 s n y 1.0
These semigroups are characterized in the following theorem, and they
 .are exactly the elements in SY n whose minimal relations have maxi-0
mum cardinality. We assume n G 5 since n s 3 implies p s 1 and so0 0
 w x.aMRS s 1, and n s 4 implies p s 2 and so aMRS s 2 see 5 .0
THEOREM 2.2. If S is a symmetric semigroup with minimum minimal
generator n ) 5, then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:0
1. S is a MEDSY-semigroup.
 . .2. aMRS s n y 2 n y 1 r2 y 1.0 0
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 .  .Proof. 1 « 2
If S is a MEDSY-semigroup with minimal system of generators n -0
4  . n - ??? - n , then from Lemma 1.1 we have that RS n s 0 -1 n y2 00
4n - n - ??? - n - n q n .1 2 n y2 1 n y20 0
By Lemma 0.2 we know that if G is not connected, then n s w q nn j
 .  4  4with w g RS n _ 0 and j g 1, 2, . . . , n y 2 . On the other hand, n q0 0 1
n s C q n and we know that G is connected for all j gn y2 0 Cqn qn0 0 j
 4  .1, 2, . . . , n see the proof of Theorem 1.3 . So, if G is not connected,n y2 n0
 4then n s n q n with j, k g 1, 2, . . . , n . We are going to prove thatj k n y20
the converse is also true; i.e., G is not connected for all j, k gn qnj k
 41, 2, . . . , n . In order to realize our study we will take into account twon y20
 .  .cases, according to the fact that n q n g RS n or n q n f RS n .j k 0 j k 0
 .1. If n q n g RS n , then n q n s n q n since the casej k 0 j k 1 n y20
 4n q n s n for some i g 1, 2, . . . , n is not possible becausej k i n y20
 4n , n , . . . , n is a minimal system of generators for S. On the other0 1 n y20
 4hand, n q n s n q n for all i g 1, 2, . . . , n and so1 n y2 i n yiy1 n y20 0 0
 4  4V s n , n , . . . , n . M ore ove r, n , n ,n q n 1 2 n y 2 1 n y 21 n y 2 0 00 4  4n , n , . . . , n , n are the sets of vertices corresponding to2 n y3 n y2.r2 n r20 0 0
the distinct connected components of G in the case that n is ann qn 01 n y20 4  4  4even integer, and n , n , n , n , . . . , n are the sets of1 n y2 2 n y3 n y1.r20 0 0
vertices corresponding to the distinct connected components of Gn qn1 n y20
in the case that n is an odd integer.0
 .2. In n q n f RS n , then in order to realize our study we willj k 0
take into account two cases, according to the fact that j s k or j / k.
 . w xi If j / k, then the vertex n and n and the edge n , n are aj k j k
connected component of G . Moreover, n is a vertex of G sincen qn 0 n qnj k j k
 .n q n f RS n . Thus, G is not connected.j k 0 n qnj k
 .ii If j s k, then the vertex n is a connected component of Gj 2 n j
and n is a vertex of G , so this graph is not connected.0 2 n j
 .Now, if NCC G s r G 2, then n s n q n or there exists a con-n 1 n y20
 4nected component containing the vertex n and r y 1 s a j, k such0
4that 1 F j F k F n y 2 and n s n q n . Thus we can conclude that0 j k
 . .  .aMRS s n y 2 n y 1 r2 y 1 see Theorem 0.1 .0 0
 .  .2 « 1 From Theorem 1.3 we know that if S is a symmetric semi-
 4group with minimal system of generators n - n - ??? - n , then aM0 1 p
 . .  .R S F n y 2 n y 1 r 2 y 1 q p q 2 y n , so a M0 0 0
 . .RS s n y 2 n y1 r2 y 1 implies p q 1 s n y 1, and, therefore, S is0 0 0
a MEDSY-semigroup.
After revision by the referee of this paper, he pointed out that the
 .  . w ximplication 1 « 2 of above theorem is well known; see 9 . The next
w xresult follows from 8 .
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  .  .  .4LEMMA 2.3. Let A s 0 s w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n be a subset of N such0
 .  .  .that w i k w j mod n for all 1 F i - j F n , and S the numerical0 0
 4  .semigroup generated by A j n . Then RS n s A if and only if for all0 0
 .  .1 F i, j F n there exist 1 F k F n and t g N such that w i q w j s0 0
 .w k q tn .0
PROPOSITION 2.4. If S is a symmetric semigroup with minimal system
 4  .   .of generators n - n - ??? - n , 3 F n and RS n s 0 s w 1 -0 1 p 0 0
 .  .4w 2 - ??? - w n , then the numerical semigroup S9 generated by0
  .  .  . 4n , w 2 q n , w 3 q n , . . . , w n y 1 q n is a MEDSY-semigroup.0 0 0 0 0
 4Proof. Assume that there exist i g 2, 3, . . . , n y 1 and a , a ,0 0 2
 .a , . . . , a , a , . . . , a g N such that w i q n s a n q3 iy1 iq1 n y1 0 0 00
  . .   . .   . .a w 2 q n q a w 3 q n q ??? q a w i y 1 q n q a2 0 3 0 iy1 0 iq1
  . .   . .  .w i q 1 q n q ??? qa w n y 1 q n , then w i q n s0 n y1 0 0 00
 .  .  .  . a w 2 q a w 3 q ??? qa w i y 1 q a w i q 1 q ??? qa w n y2 3 iy1 iq1 n y1 00
.  .  .1 q a q a q a q ??? qa q a q ??? qa n . Since w i q n0 2 3 iy1 iq1 n y1 0 00
 .  ./ 0 and w i q n / w j q n for all j / i, we deduce that a q a q a0 0 0 2 3
 .q ??? qa q a q ??? qa G 2 and so w i y n g S which is con-iy1 iq1 n y1 00
 .  .   .  .tradiction because w i g RS n . Therefore, n , w 2 q n , w 3 q0 0 0
 . 4n , . . . , w n y 1 q n is a minimal system of generators for S9.0 0 0
From Lemma 2.3 we deduce that
RS9 n s 0, w 2 q n , w 3 q n , . . . , w n y 1 q n , w n q 2n 4 .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0 0
and from Lemma 1.1 we can assert that S9 is symmetric. So we conclude
that S9 is a MEDSY-semigroup.
As a consequence of the above proof we can assert that if C is the
conductor of S, then C q 2n is the conductor of S9.0
PROPOSITION 2.5. If S is a MEDSY-semigroup with minimal system of
 4generators n - n - ??? - n , then the numerical semigroup S9 gener-0 1 n y20
 4ated by n , n y n , . . . , n y n is symmetric.0 1 0 n y2 00
 .   .  .Proof. We can assert that RS n s 0 s w 1 - w 2 s n - ??? -0 1
 .  . 4w n y 1 s n - w n s n q n because S is symmetric. On0 n y2 0 1 n y20 0
the other hand, applying Lemma 2.3 it is easy to prove that RS9 s
  .  .  .  .0 s w9 1 - w9 2 s n y n - ??? - w9 n y 1 s n y n - w9 n s1 0 0 n y2 0 00
 . 4w n y 2n . Thus S9 is symmetric.0 0
THEOREM 2.6. There is a bijecti¨ e map between the symmetric semigroups
with conductor C and minimum minimal generator n and the MEDSY-semi-0
groups with conductor C q 2n , minimum minimal generator n and the rest0 0
of minimal generators greater than 2n .0
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 .Proof. Let SY n , C be the set of the symmetric semigroups with0
conductor C and minimum minimal generator n , and let MEDSY n ,0 0
.C q 2n , n ) 2n be the set of the MEDSY-semigroups with conductor0 1 0
C q 2n , minimum minimal generator n and with the rest of minimal0 0
generators greater than 2 .0
 .  .Let Q: SY n , C ª MEDSY n , C q 2n , n ) 2n be the map de-0 0 0 1 0
fined in the following form:
 .  .   .  . Given S g SY n , C with RS n s 0 s w 1 - w 2 - ??? - w n y0 0 0
.  .4  .1 - w n , we define Q S as the numerical semigroup generated by0
  .  . 4n ,w 2 q n , . . . , w n y 1 q n .0 0 0 0
As a consequence of the Propositions 2.4 we have that Q is a well-
defined map, and as consequence of Proposition 2.5 we have that Q is a
bijective map.
Let S be a MEDSY-semigroup with conductor C and generated by
 4n - n - ??? - n . It is clear that C is an odd number and 3 F n F0 1 n y2 00
 .C q 1 r2 is not dividing C. Our next goal is to give a MEDSY-semigroup
x w  4in a explicit way. We denote a, b s x g N such that a - x - b .
 .PROPOSITION 2.7. If C is an odd number, 3 F n F C q 1 r2 not0
di¨ iding C, and 0 F i F n y 1 the only natural number such that C q0
.1 r2 q i s qn for some q g N, then the semigroup S generated by0
C q 1 C q 1 C q 1
n , , . . . , q i y 1 , q i q 1 , . . . , .  .0 2 2 2
C q 1
q n y i y 2 , .02
C q 1 C q 1
q n y i , . . . , q n y 1 .  .0 0 52 2
is a MEDSY-semigroup with minimum minimal generators n and conduc-0
tor C.
Proof. It is suffices to prove that S is symmetric, because it is clear that
the system of generators above of S is a minimal system of generators, n0
is the minimum minimal generator of S and C is the conductor of S.
x w  .Let h g N l Cr2, C and assume h f S, then clearly h s C q 1 r
 .  .2 q n y i y 1 q kn for some k g N. Hence C y h s C y C q 1 r0 0
 . .  .  .  .2 q n y i y 1 q kn s C q 1 r2 q i y k q 1 n s q y k y 1 n0 0 0 0
g S. Thus S is symmetric.
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3. A PARTITION OF THE SET OF NUMERICAL
SEMIGROUPS
In this section we will study the set of all numerical semigroups with
 .conductor C and minimum minimal generators n , S n , C . In order to0 0
realize our study we will take into account three cases:
1. C s n y 1.0
2. n - C s n q i - 2n .0 0 0
3. C ) 2n .0
 .In the first case, we clearly have that S n , C is an unitary set whose0
unique element is the numerical semigroup generated by n , n q0 0
 .41, . . . , n q n y 1 .0 0
 . In the second case S n , C , has a maximum element w.r.t. the inclu-0
. sion the numerical semigroup S generated by n , n q 1, . . . , n q i y0 0 0
4  .1, n q i q 1, . . . , n q n y 1 and a minimum w.r.t. the inclusion the0 0 0
 4numerical semigroup S9 generated by n , C q 1, C q 2, . . . , C q n . It is0 0
 .easy to prove that all the elements of S n , C are of the form S9 j B,0
 4where B is a subset of n q 1, . . . , n q i y 1 . Thus we can assert that0 0
 . .S n , C , j , l is isomorphic to the boolean algebra of the parts of the0
 4set n q 1, . . . , n q i y 1 .0 0
 .If C ) 2n , then S n , C is closed under intersections, but not under0 0
unions. Our first aim will be to demonstrate the Theorem 3.3, which will
describe us a procedure to add elements to an arbitrary semigroup of
 .  . S n , C and make it an element of M n , C s the set of all the0 0
 ..maximal elements, with respect to the inclusion, of S n , C . The next0
w xresult follows from 4 .
 .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let S be an element of S n , C .0
 .1. If C is an odd natural number then S belongs to M n , C iff for all0
couples of natural numbers, h and h9 such that h q h9 s C, then h g S or
 .h9 g S i.e., S is symmetric .
 .2. If C is an e¨en natural number then S belongs to M n , C iff for all0
couples of different numbers from Cr2, h and h9, such that C s h q h9, then
h g S or h9 g S.
 .LEMMA 3.2. Let S be an element of S n , C and assume that there exists0
 4h s max x f S such that C y x f S and x / Cr2 ,
 4  .then S j h g S n , C .0
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 4Proof. Let us prove first that S j h is a semigroup. If so, it will be
 4enough to prove that 2h g S and that h q s g S j h , for all s g S. We
have that 2h ) C, because h ) Cr2, and so 2h g S. On the other hand, if
 . s g S and h q s f S, then h q s f S and C y h q s f S since if
.C y h f S then C y h y s f S , which contradicts the hypothesis that h
was the maximum number verifying this condition.
 4Obviously n is still the minimum minimal generator of S j h , so it is0
 4enough to see that C f S j h , and this is clear because C / h, since
C y C s 0 g S.
 .THEOREM 3.3. If S is an element of S n , C , then there exists a finite0
 4subset, h , h , . . . , h of natural numbers greater than Cr2 ¨erifying that1 2 r
 4  .S j h , . . . , h is an element of M n , C .1 r 0
 .Proof. Let us consider the sequence of elements in S n , C ,0
S s S0
S s S j h , j G 0, 4jq1 j j
 4where h s max x f S such that C y x f S and x / Cr2 . Lemma 3.2j j j
 .tells us that in this sequence the elements belong to S n , C , and, on the0
other hand, this sequence is finite since the elements added to each
.semigroup are natural numbers between Cr2 and C . Thus there exists a
natural number r verifying
 4x f S such that C y x f S and x / Cr2 s B;r r
hence, applying Proposition 3.1 we can assert that S is an element ofr
 .M n , C .0
 .DEFINITION 3.4. Given an element S of M n , C , we say that an0
 4element S9 is in the layer of S if there exists a finite subset h , h , . . . , h1 2 r
 4of natural numbers greater than Cr2 verifying that S9 j h , . . . , h s S.1 r
 .We denote A the set of all the elements of S n , C that are in the layerS 0
of S.
 .PROPOSITION 3.5. If S g M n , C and S , S g A , then0 1 2 S
1. S l S g A .1 2 S
2. S j S g A .1 2 S
Proof. S , S g A , so, by definition, there exist subsets H , H of1 2 S 1 2
natural numbers greater than Cr2, verifying
S j H s S1 1
S j H s S.2 2
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 .1. S l S is an element of S n , C .1 2 0
S l S j H j H s S j H j H l S j H j H .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
s S l S s S,
and so S l S g A .1 2 S
 .2. Let us prove first that S j S g S n , C . It is enough to prove1 2 0
that S j S is a semigroup because in this case C is clearly the conductor1 2
and n the minimum minimal generator. To show this, we only have to0
prove that if x g S and x g S then x q x g S j S , avoiding the1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
trivial case where x g S or x g S . Thus x , x are greater than Cr2,1 2 2 1 1 2
hence x q x is also greater than C, therefore x q x g S j S .1 2 1 2 1 2
S j S j H l H s S j S j H l S j S j H .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
s S l S s S,
and so S j S g A .1 2 S
1 2 n  .PROPOSITION 3.6. If S , S , . . . , S are all the elements of M n , C and0
A , A , . . . , A their associated layers, then1 2 n
 4A , A , . . . , A1 2 n
 .is a partition of S n , C .0
 .Proof. Theorem 3.3 assures us that each element of S n , C is at0
least in a layer, and so we have
A j A j ??? j A s S n , C . .1 2 n 0
We conclude if we prove that A l A s B for 1 F i - j F n. Suppose thati j
S g A l A , then, by definition, there exist two finite sets, H and H ofi j i j
natural numbers greater than Cr2 such that
S j H s Sii
S j H s S j.j
Let us consider the semigroup S9 generated by S j H j H . S9 has ai j
minimum minimal generator n , and it is easy to see that the conductor of0
 . i j i jS9 is C. Thus S9 g S n , C and S9 contains both S and S , but S and S0
i jare maximal, so S9 s S and S9 s S , it follows that i s j.
We are going to give a convenient method to build all the elements of a
layer given its maximum. For this purpose, we need some more definitions
and two lemmas.
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 .  .DEFINITION 3.7. Given S g M n , C , we define m S s F S9,0 S9g AS
and we call it the minimum of the layer of S.
 .Note that Proposition 3.5 tells us that m S belongs to the layer of S,
and so it is the minimum with respect to the inclusion. On the other hand,
the following lemmas are clear.
 .  .LEMMA 3.8. If S g M n , C and S9 g S n , C , then0 0
S9 g A if and only if m S : S9 : S. .S
 .LEMMA 3.9. Let S g M n , C , with minimal system of generators0
 4n , n , . . . , n , n , . . . , n .0 1 r rq1 p
 .If n - n - ??? - n - Cr2 - n - ??? - n then m S is the numeri-0 1 r rq1 p
cal semigroup generated by
 4n , n , . . . , n , C q 1, C q 2, . . . , C q n .0 1 r 0
 .DEFINITION 3.10. Let S g M n , C , denote by0
D s S _ m S s s g S such that s f m S . 4 .  .S
 .A subset B of D is said to be closed if h g B, h9 g D and h9 y h g m SS S
implies h9 g B. We denote by B the set of all closed sets of D .S S
THEOREM 3.11. A is bijecti¨ e with B .S S
 .  .Proof. Let us define ¨ : B ª A by ¨ B s m S j B. First let usS S
prove that ¨ is a well defined map. It suffices to prove this to see that
 .  .¨ B is a semigroup, then by using Lemma 3.8 we will obtain ¨ B g A .S
The sum of two elements in B is greater than C, so it belongs to
 .  .  .  .  .m S : ¨ B ; the sum of two elements of m S belongs to m S : ¨ B ;
 .the sum of an element in B and another one in m S belongs always to
 .  .  .  .S s m S j D S , so the sum belongs to m S : ¨ B or it belongs to D ,S
 .and by definition of a closed set it belongs to B : ¨ B . In this way we
 .have proved that ¨ B is a semigroup.
v  .  .  .  .¨ is injective: If ¨ B s ¨ B9 then m S j B s m S j B9, and
 .since m S is disjoint with B and B9, it follows that B s B9.
v  .¨ is surjective: Let S9 g A . By Lemma 3.8 we have m S : S9 : S,S
 .so there exists a subset B of D , satisfying S9 s m S j B. Let us proveS
that B is closed. S9 is a semigroup, so the sum of an element in B and an
 .element in m S lays in S9, this condition lies directly to the property of
being closed.
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We are going to end this paper characterizing the elements which are a
 .minimum of a layer of elements in S n , C .0
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.12. If S9 g S n , C , then S9 s m S , for some S g0
 . x wM n , C if and only if S9 has no minimal generators belonging to Cr2, C .0
 .Proof. By Lemma 3.9, if S9 s m S then S9 has no minimal generators
x win Cr2, C .
Let us prove the other implication. Since the layers of elements in
 .  .S n , C form a partition of S n , C , there must be an element S g0 0
 .M n , C such that S9 g A . Hence, applying Theorem 3.11, there exists a0 S
x wfinite subset, B, of natural numbers belonging to Cr2, C , such that
 .  .S9 s m S j B. If B / B then min B is clearly a minimal generator
x wof S9 belonging to Cr2, C , which leads to a contradiction. So B s B and
 .S9 s m S .
 .  .We denote by m n , C the set of all numerical semigroups in S n , C0 0
x wwhich do not have minimal generators in Cr2, C .
It is clear that the map
m: M n , C ª m n , C .  .0 0
S ¬ m S .
is bijective.
If M is the inverse of m, then the Proposition 3.1 gives us a method to
construct M. Thus, we have a method to construct all the elements of
 .  .M n , C from the elements of m n , C .0 0
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